LSE Religion Scholars Network day conference

JUNE 11, 2019
10AM - 4PM • LSE PHD ACADEMY

LSE.AC.UK/RGS
Programme

[15-minute presentations followed by 15-minute Q&As]

10 – 10.10am Welcome (Daniel Coyne, Managing Editor, LSE Religion and Global Society)

10.10 – 10.40am Presentation: Fatima Ahdash, LSE Law
*The Radicalisation Cases in the Family Courts: A Critical Evaluation*

10.40 – 11.10am Presentation: Julian Göpffarth, LSE European Institute
*Ex-, Practicing, and Converted Muslim Intellectuals in the German Far-Right*

11.10 – 11.30am BREAK

11.30 – 12pm Presentation: Miguel Alcalde, LSE Anthropology
*Science, Religion and Hagiotherapy: The Positioning of a Spiritual Development Practice in Contemporary Croatia*

12 – 12.30pm Presentation: Nihan Albayrak-Aydemir, LSE Psychological and Behavioural Science
*Religion and Helping: How do Religious Identities Promote or Hinder Support for Refugees?*

12.30 – 1.30pm LUNCH

1.30 – 2pm Presentation: Anne Irfan, LSE International History
*Partition, Religion and Nation: Jerusalem in the 20th Century*

2 – 2.30pm Presentation: Alex Fry, LSE100
*Postfeminist but not Post-sexist: An Examination of Male Anglican Clergy Attitudes Towards Women*

2.30 – 3pm BREAK

3 – 4pm Group discussion reflecting on the day’s presentations and conversations

4pm END

All LSE PhD students and teaching staff are welcome. Space is limited, please email Daniel Coyne - d.g.coyne@lse.ac.uk